
ELEC 5200-001/6200-001 (Spring 2017) 

Homework 3 Problems 

Assigned 3/10/17, due 3/22/17 

 

Problem 1: Read the article (Communications of the ACM, volume 59, number 3, pp. 40-

45, March 2016) in which David Patterson (an author of your textbook) interviews John 

Hennessey (the other author of textbook). Then write an opinion in 3-4 sentences on what 

you think is the most significant idea that Hennessey expresses about computer 

architecture. The article is available at the course website: 

 

http://www.eng.auburn.edu/~vagrawal/COURSE/READING/ARCH/p40-patterson.pdf 

 

 

Problem 2: Assume that a pipeline register and the program counter each has a delay of 

10ps. Times taken by other major hardware units in a MIPS processor are: 

 

  Memory read or write  75ps 

  Register file read and write 50ps 

  ALU    100ps 

  Add unit   100ps 

 

All other hardware, including the control and multiplexers, has negligible delays. Then, 

 

a. What is the maximum clock frequency for a five-stage MIPS pipeline datapath? 

 

b. Neglecting any hazards and resulting stalls, what are the pipeline latency and the 

cycles per instruction (CPI) for a long instruction sequence? 

 

c. Compare this datapath with a single cycle MIPS datapath using similar hardware: 
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Problem 3: Consider a single-cycle datapath as a one-stage pipeline. It consists of 

combinational and asynchronous circuitry and a single clocked register, program counter 

(PC). Its total cycle time consists of an interval q required by the register and an interval 

h used by the rest of the circuitry: 

 

http://www.eng.auburn.edu/~vagrawal/COURSE/READING/ARCH/p40-patterson.pdf


 
 

(a) Assume that the delay h can be partitioned into n equal delay hardware stages 

separated by clocked registers each having a delay q, the first stage register being 

the PC. Neglecting the latency and any hazard penalties, compute the execution 

time of an instruction by this n-stage pipeline. 

 

(b) Show that the performance limit for the pipeline when we neglect the latency and 

hazards is determined by the register delay q. Find the upper bound on the clock 

frequency for this pipeline datapath. 

 

(c) For the n-stage pipeline, suppose the average hazard penalty is α(n – 1) cycles per 

instruction, where 0 < α < 1.0 and n ≥ 1. Find the optimum number of pipeline 

stages. 

 

(d) Suppose, for hardware h = 3×q and for the ISA, α ≈ 0.1, what is the optimum 

number of stages for this pipeline and what is the corresponding speed up over a 

single-cycle datapath? 

 

(e) For q = 60ps, tabulate clock cycle time, clock rate, average CPI and performance 

in million instructions per second (mips) for single-cycle datapath and the 

pipeline datapath with optimum number of stages found in (d). 

 

 

Problem 4: The following MIPS instruction sequence is executed on a 5-cycle pipeline 

datapath, implemented with hazard detection and forwarding units. 

 

    lw $t1, 0($t0) 

    add $s0, $s0, $t1 

    lw $t2, 4($s0) 

    add $s1, $s1, $t2 

 

How many bubbles, if any, will be required this instruction sequence? Can a compiler 

improve the performance? 

 

 

Problem 5: A program consists of two nested loops, with a branch instruction at the end 

of each loop and no other branch instruction anywhere. The outer loop is executed 10 

times and the inner loop 20 times. Determine the prediction accuracy percentage for the 

three prediction strategies: (a) always predict branch not taken, (b) always predict branch 

taken, and (c) use a 1-bit history buffer initialized to “taken” state for each branch 

instruction when executed first time. 
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